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**ACADEMIC PROMOTIONS AND TENURE**
Amy Adler
Jennifer Arlen
Vicki Been*
Cynthia Estlund, Chair
Richard Pildes

**ACADEMIC PROMOTIONS AND TENURE**
Amy Adler
Jennifer Arlen
Vicki Been*
Cynthia Estlund, Chair
Richard Pildes

**ACTING ASSISTANT PROFS (Tax)**
Brookes Billman
Joshua Blank
Mitchell Kane
Deborah Schenk, Chair
Daniel Shaviro

**ACTING ASSISTANT PROFS (Tax)**
Brookes Billman
Joshua Blank
Mitchell Kane
Deborah Schenk, Chair
Daniel Shaviro

**ADJUNCT REVIEW**
Noel Cunningham, Chair
Norman Dorsen (Fall)
Samuel Estreicher
Katherine Strandburg (Spring)
Area Group Representative

**ADJUNCT REVIEW**
Noel Cunningham, Chair
Norman Dorsen (Fall)
Samuel Estreicher
Katherine Strandburg (Spring)
Area Group Representative

**ADMISSIONS (JD)**
José Alvarez, Chair (Fall)
James Jacobs, Chair (Spring)
Kenneth Kleinrock
Laurie Malman
Karin Dryhurst
Daniel Tenenbaum

**ADMISSIONS (JD)**
José Alvarez, Chair (Fall)
James Jacobs, Chair (Spring)
Kenneth Kleinrock
Laurie Malman
Karin Dryhurst
Daniel Tenenbaum

**BUDGET ADVISORY**
Giancarlo Bonagura
M. Carr Ferguson (Board)
Richard Revesz
Kim Taylor-Thompson, Chair
Jon Bodansky
Jason Scheff

**BUDGET ADVISORY**
Giancarlo Bonagura
M. Carr Ferguson (Board)
Richard Revesz
Kim Taylor-Thompson, Chair
Jon Bodansky
Jason Scheff

**CAREER SERVICES**
Irene Dorzback
Paula Galowitz, Chair (Spring)
Sylvia Law, Chair (Fall)
John Steines
Denise Tomasini-Joshi
Christopher Lang
Jayla Randleman

**CAREER SERVICES**
Irene Dorzback
Paula Galowitz, Chair (Spring)
Sylvia Law, Chair (Fall)
John Steines
Denise Tomasini-Joshi
Christopher Lang
Jayla Randleman

*Appointed by the NYU President

**CHAIRHOLDERS**
Clayton Gillette
William Nelson
Richard Revesz, Chair
Deborah Schenk
Linda Silberman
Richard Stewart

**CHAIRHOLDERS**
Clayton Gillette
William Nelson
Richard Revesz, Chair
Deborah Schenk
Linda Silberman
Richard Stewart

**CLERKSHPHS**
Michelle Cherande, Chair
Irene Dorzback
Troy McKenzie
Samuel Rascoff
Richard Revesz

**CLERKSHPHS**
Michelle Cherande, Chair
Irene Dorzback
Troy McKenzie
Samuel Rascoff
Richard Revesz

**CONVOCATION**
Arthur Fama
Jeannie Forrest, Chair
Barbara Landress
Libby Rohlfing
Jeremy Ershow
Eric Merin

**CONVOCATION**
Arthur Fama
Jeannie Forrest, Chair
Barbara Landress
Libby Rohlfing
Jeremy Ershow
Eric Merin

**CURRICULUM AND ADJUNCT APPOINTMENTS**
Peggy Davis
Randy Hertz
Deborah Malamud
Liam Murphy, Chair
Brian Cheleun
Jesse Rockoff

**CURRICULUM AND ADJUNCT APPOINTMENTS**
Peggy Davis
Randy Hertz
Deborah Malamud
Liam Murphy, Chair
Brian Cheleun
Jesse Rockoff

**DISCIPLINE**
Harvey Dale, Chair
Norman Dorsen (Fall)
Smita Narula
David Richards
Leo Schmolka (Spring)

**DISCIPLINE**
Harvey Dale, Chair
Norman Dorsen (Fall)
Smita Narula
David Richards
Leo Schmolka (Spring)
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**DIVERSITY WORKING GROUP**  
*Paulette Caldwell, Chair*  
Jeannie Forrest  
Randy Hertz  
Martha Stark (Board)  
Nicole Idoko

**EXECUTIVE**  
Oscar Chase (Spring)  
*Harry First, Chair*  
Jeannie Forrest  
Paula Galowitz  
Stephen Gillers (Fall)  
Randy Hertz  
Michelle Kirkland  
Victoria Nemiah  
Michael Stromquist

**FURMAN PROGRAM**  
Ryan Bubb  
Sujit Choudhry  
*Barry Friedman, Chair*  
Robert Howse  
Erin Murphy

**HARASSMENT/BIAS**  
Claudia Angelos, Chair  
Burt Neuborne (Fall)  
Meg Satterthwaite (Spring)  
John Steines

**JSD PROGRAM**  
David Garland  
Lewis Kornhauser  
*Joseph Weiler, Chair*

**LAWYERING STEERING COMMITTEE**  
Adam Cox, Chair (Spring)  
Jeanne Fromer  
Helen Hershkoff  
Kim Taylor-Thompson

**LIBRARY**  
*Barry Adler, Chair*  
Giancarlo Bonagura  
Radu Popa

**LRAP ADVISORY COMMITTEE**  
Tim Barnum  
Giancarlo Bonagura  
Richard Revesz  
*Joel Schoenecker, Chair*  
Denise Tomasini-Joshi

**ON-LINE EDUCATION**  
Giancarlo Bonagura  
*Joshua Blank, Chair*  
Tolga Ergunay  
Jerome Kern (Board)  
Richard Revesz  
Gerald Rosenfeld  
Leo Schmolka  
John Stephens

**PERSONNEL (Academic)**  
*Oren Bar-Gill (Chair, lateral)*  
Barton Beebe  
Sujit Choudhry  
Geoff Miller  
Richard Revesz  
Adam Samaha  
*Cathy Sharkey (Chair, entry-level)*  
Paul Brachman  
Randall Johnson

**PERSONNEL (Clinical)**  
Philip Alston  
Sarah Burns  
Mark Geistfeld  
Martin Guggenheim  
*Randy Hertz, Chair*  
Richard Revesz

*Appointed by the NYU President*
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PERSONNEL (Global)
Stephen Choi
Kevin Davis
Gráinne de Búrca
Rochelle Dreyfuss, Chair
Jeremy Waldron (Fall)
Joseph Weiler

PERSONNEL (Lawyering)
Adam Cox, Chair
Alina Das
Erin Murphy
Laura Sager (Fall)
Andrew Williams
Elena Lobo
Heather Vail

PREPARATION FOR ACADEMIC CAREERS
Alina Das
Richard Epstein
John Ferejohn
Barry Friedman, Chair
Ryan Goodman
Moshe Halbertal (Fall)
David Kamin
Daryl Levinson
Florence Marotta-Wurgler, Chair
William Nelson (Fall)
Deborah Schenk
Stephen Schulhofer (Spring)
Jeremy Waldron (Fall)
Kenji Yoshino (Spring)
Yotam Barkai
Zoey Orol

RESEARCH
Marcel Kahan, Chair
David Richards
Daniel Shaviro
Frank Upham

SINGAPORE STEERING COMMITTEE
Kevin Davis
Stephen Gillers, Chair
Randy Hertz
Richard Revesz

SYMPOSIUM FUNDING
Ryan Bubb, Chair
Jeannie Forrest
Paul O’Grady
Katrina Wyman
Harold Williford
Alyson Zureick

*Appointed by the NYU President